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What	are	importance	markers?
Markers	of	(lesser)	importance
‘Lexicogrammatical devices that overtly mark the
relative importance or relevance of points which are
presented verbally or visually’
(Deroey &	Taverniers,	2012a,	p.	222)
Markers	of	(lesser)	importance
Discourse	organization:	hierarchy	of	importance	of	
lecture	points
+
Evaluation:	‘parameter	of	importance	or	relevance’	
(Thompson	&	Hunston,	2000,	p.	24)
• Of	‘discourse	entities’	(Thetela,	1997,	as	cited	in	Hunston,	
2000,	p.	182)
• On	interactive	plane	of	discourse	(Sinclair,	2004)
• Lecturer	as	‘text	constructor’	(Hunston,	2000,	p.	183)
Markers	of	(lesser)	importance
Importance	markers
Deroey (2015,	2014),	Deroey &	Taverniers (2012a),
Crawford	Camiciottoli	(2007),	Swales	&	Burke	(2003)
Markers	of	lesser	importance
Deroey (2014),	Deroey &	Taverniers (2012b)
Redcrosse has	a	fight	with	one	of	these	guys	and	wins	and	another	guy	
and	loses	et	cetera	et	cetera	but	the	point	is what	you	have	to	
remember	is	that	in	an	allegorical	story	everybody	the	h	the	hero	
meets	is	what	he	has	inside	him	so	it’s	a	way	of	creating	a	complex	
psychological	figure
How	were	the	markers	retrieved?
Deroey &	Taverniers (2012b)
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How	do	lecturers	mark	less	important	points?
Deroey &	Taverniers (2012b)
Deroey (2014)
Spot	the	marker(s)	of	lesser	importance
my	cat	is	a	demon	i	don't	know	why	i	put	dow that	
down	as	a	metaphor	you	only	got	to	look	at	me	to	
see	that	that's	true	but	never	mind	
Interpreting pragmatic	function
Co-text
Non-verbal,	visual,	prosodic	cues
Lecture	genre
Interpreting pragmatic	function
Co-text
that	does	have	certain	consequences	for	for	change	but
anyway i’m not	i won’t	be	going	on on	to	those
Interpreting pragmatic	function
Non-verbal,	visual,	prosodic	cues
forty	per	cent	or	so	of	diabetics	get	bad	diabetes	including	
the	eyes	the	kidneys	et	cetera	and	so	if	you	were	a	cynic	
you'd	say	well	why	bother	for	those	forty	per	cent	'cause
they're	buggered	anyway [[voiced	pause]]	but	
nonetheless	i think	we	have	to	[[voiced	pause]]	adopt	a	
positive	approach
Interpreting pragmatic	function
Lecture	genre
e.g.	if	something	is	important,	the	lecturer	
• will	cover	it
i'm not	going	to	talk	about	the	second	equation
• will	remember	it
i can't	remember the	exact	details	of	the	case	
• is	less	likely	to	advise	against	note-taking
don't bother	to	try	to	copy it	down
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Assign	negative	value
that’s	a	little	bit	of	a	sideway	sideline
i'm joking	
Signal	transitions	between	more	& less	important
that	does	have	certain	consequences	for	for	change	but	
anyway i’m not	i won’t	be	going	on	on	to	those
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Indicate	limited	discourse	/	time	is	devoted	to	topic
what	i'd like	to	do	now	is	to	say	a	little	bit	about	water	
then	you	do	a	few	more	operations	which	i will	not	drag	
you	through	right	now	and	why	this	is	so	et	cetera	et	
cetera	
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Suggests	imprecise	/	partial	knowledge
i can't	remember	it's	in	the	textbook	but	ignore	that	'cause	
it's	totally	irrelevant	for	the	actual	what	i'm going	to	tell	
you	
it's	never	called	that	in	film	study	i	don't	know	why	but	it	
isn't	
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Attention- and	note-taking	directives
Direct	students	not	to	pay	attention	/	take	notes
you	don't need	to	copy them	all	down
ignore that	'cause	it's	totally	irrelevant	
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Assessment
Indicate	what	information	won’t	be	examined
it	won't come	up	on	an	exam	paper
you	don't	have	to know the	details	of	of Keynes'	economic	
theories	
What does	it mean?
Findings	about	lecture	discourse
Lecturers tend not to label	their discourse	as	
irrelevant.
Discourse	organization often happens through
multifunctional,	‘muted signals’	(Swales	&	Burke,	
2003,	p.	17) that require contextual disambiguition.
Lecturers rarely refer to assessment.
When looking for forms performing a	function,	starting
from preconceived items	limits representativeness.
Consider methods to limit	subjectivity.
Analytical accuracy is	affected by triangulation,	
multimodality,	prosody,		&	non-verbal
communication.
How	reliable &	feasible is	quantification?
Adopt a	‘hard	to classify’	category (cf.	Swales,	2001)
Implications	for	pragmatic	corpus	studies
‘Much	evaluative	meaning	is	not	obviously	
identifiable,	as	it	appears	to	depend	on	immediate	
context	and	on	reader	assumptions	about	value.’	
(Hunston,	2004,	p.	157)	
‘Judgments	of	plausibility	rather	than	certainty’
(Mann	&	Thompson,	1988,	p.	245)
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